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(NAPSA)—More than 60 million
Americans experience heartburn at
least once a month, and more than
15 million Americans suffer from
symptoms daily. Heartburn may
seem like nothing to worry about,
but persistent heartburn two or more
days per week could be a sign of gas-
troesophageal reflux disease—or
GERD.
GERD occurs when stomach

acid repeatedly escapes into the
esophagus, creating that painful
sensation you know as heartburn.
Other symptoms include a sour
taste at the back of the throat or
belching. Being overweight or
obese is a risk factor for GERD
symptoms. In fact, the risk of
reflux symptoms doubles for
patients who are overweight and
triples for patients who are obese.
However, simple lifestyle changes
may help ease GERD symptoms,
one of which is exercise.
“Regular exercise aids diges-

tion and helps you trim down,
which in turn may lower the risk
of GERD symptoms,” says
Stephen Brunton, M.D., board-
certified physician with the
Cabarrus Family Medicine Resi-
dency in Charlotte, N.C.
He suggests doing low-impact

workouts such as walking briskly,
or gentle toning exercises like
yoga or Pilates. Be sure to check
with your doctor before starting
any exercise program.
“Exercise doesn’t have to be

exhausting to have benefits. You can
build up to at least 30 minutes a
day, five or more days a week,” say
celebrity trainers Amy Hildreth and

Marty Wolff, former contestants on
NBC’s “The Biggest Loser,” who lost
a combined weight of 252 pounds.
“If you have persistent heart-

burn two or more days per week
despite using over-the-counter
medications or making diet and
lifestyle changes, talk to your doc-
tor, as you may have GERD,” says
Dr. Brunton. “Your doctor may
prescribe a proton-pump inhibitor
such as ACIPHEX® (rabeprazole
sodium), which reduces the
amount of acid that is made by
your stomach.”
To learn more, visit www.take

simplesteps.com.
ACIPHEX has a well-estab-

lished safety profile. The most com-
mon side effect possibly related to
ACIPHEX is headache. Symptom
relief does not rule out other seri-
ous stomach conditions. Patients
on warfarin (in medicines such as
Coumadin®) may need to be moni-
tored more closely by their doctor.
To learn more, talk to your doctor
and see the full product informa-
tion for ACIPHEX 20 mg tablets at
www.ACIPHEX.com.

Help Manage GERD Symptoms
ByTaking Simple Steps

ACIPHEX is a registered trademark of Eisai Co., Ltd.
Coumadin is a registered trademark of Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceutical Company.

(NAPSA)—Visiting the refrig-
erated dairy aisles of your grocery
store can be a cool way to find
tasty wholesome selections for the
whole family.
Whether you are looking for

nutritious snacks or terrific meal
accompaniments, these “cool
aisles” have them. Here are some
snack ideas:
• Sensational Smoothies—blend

juices, yogurts and frozen fruits.
• Cheese Kabobs—alternate

apple slices, grapes and your
favorite cheese on skewers.
• Veggie Delights—fresh cut

vegetables and serve with your
favorite prepared dips.
• Morning Bliss—layer gra-

nola, fruit and your favorite
yogurt flavor.
Here is a new take on a child-

hood favorite:

Panini Grilled Herbed
Cheese Sandwich

4 Tbsp. butter, softened
3 Tbsp. grated Parmesan

cheese
2 tsp. dried basil leaves
8 slices Italian or

sourdough bread
(1⁄2 inch thick)

8 slices deli-style
cheddar cheese

8 slices deli-style
mozzarella cheese

8 slices deli-style
provolone cheese

2 tomatoes, thinly sliced

Mix together butter, Parme-
san cheese and basil. Preheat
panini pan or skillet to
medium heat. To assemble
each sandwich, spread the
bread lightly with butter mix-
ture, then layer with the
cheese and tomato slices.
Spread top and bottom of each
sandwich with remaining but-
ter. Grill for 4-5 minutes or
until cheese is melted and
bread is golden brown.

Makes 4 sandwiches.

June is Dairy Month. You can
find special prices and promotions
on many tasty cool favorites in the
refrigerated dairy aisles.
To celebrate, the National

Frozen & Refrigerated Foods
Association (NFRA) has created
a $7,500 Sweepstakes. For con-
test dates, official rules and an
entry form, visit the Web site
www.EasyHomeMeals.com.

A CoolWayTo Be Dairy Smart And Strong

Whether you are looking for nutritious snacks or terrific meal accom-
paniments, chances are you can find it in the refrigerated dairy aisles.

Make A Nostalgic
Milkshake

(NAPSA)—Milkshakes are
making a comeback since their ini-
tial popularity in the 1930s.
Restaurant sales of milkshakes,
malts and floats rose 11 percent
according to NPD Group. But you
can make a nostalgic Little Debbie
Nutty Bar Milkshake in your own
kitchen.

Ingredients:
4 Little Debbie 100 Calorie

Nutty Bars
6 scoops vanilla ice cream
1⁄3 cup cold milk
1⁄8 teaspoon vanilla extract
1⁄4 cup melted peanut butter
1⁄4 cup chocolate syrup

Optional, two large
dollops whipped topping,
thawed

Directions:
Crumble the Nutty Bars in-

side their wrappers. Unwrap;
place in small bowl. Scoop ice
cream into blender. Add milk,
vanilla extract and 3⁄4 of bar
crumbles; cover and blend
until smooth. Pour into chilled
glasses. Top with remaining
crumbles, peanut butter and
chocolate syrup. Serves two.
For more recipes, visit

www.littledebbie.com.

(NAPSA)—For an increasing
number of homeowners, the pro-
cess of selecting siding can seem
overwhelming. With the broad
variety of siding products avail-
able on the market, it can be diffi-
cult to make an informed decision.
The good news is that, with new
high-quality options such as fiber
cement siding, homeowners have
the option of painting their home
exterior while still having a siding
that is both low-maintenance and
economical.
Builder Magazine recently re-

ported that the market for fiber
cement is growing because it fills
“a void left by other siding materi-
als such as aluminum, which can
dent or warp in extreme weather
conditions.” Indeed, a significant
part of fiber cement’s growing pop-
ularity is due to the fact that it is
easy to maintain. It will not rot
like traditional wood siding, is
impervious to wood-boring insects
and is resistant to warping from
exposure to the sun.
CertainTeed’s Fiber Cement

siding products are also considered
a “green” material choice as the
composition includes recycled fly
ash. Along with its recycled con-
tent, the company’s Fiber Cement
siding features the most authen-
tic-looking grains and textures of
any fiber cement on the market.
The environmentally friendly
product is lighter weight and
lower density, reducing the energy
required to produce, transport and
install. In 2008, CertainTeed’s
WeatherBoards and ColorMax

Fiber Cement siding were named
American Building Product Award
winners by Home Magazine.
With all of these features, the

variety of fiber cement styles and
colors homeowners have to choose
from is remarkable. Fiber cement
is available in a wide range of pro-
files and features an array of
beautiful, prefinished color and
premium stains that can be coor-
dinated with soffit, trim and
accessories, allowing for an end-
less selection of design options.
So, if you’re thinking of re-

vamping your old siding and like
the look of wood without the
maintenance hassles, fiber cement
siding may be well worth explor-
ing. For more information, visit
www.certainteed.com.

A GrowingTrend: Fiber Cement Siding

Fiber cement siding provides the
look of traditional wood siding,
but is more economical and
requires far less maintenance.

(NAPSA)—Buying a rebuilt—
but not properly repaired—wreck
of a car could wreck your finances.
A new study by Carfax shows

that millions of cars severely dam-
aged in major accidents have been
rebuilt and are up for sale. Over
the last five years, the number of
salvaged cars on the market has
increased nationwide by more
than 50 percent.
This problem is more wide-

spread than previously thought.
Forecasters predict that more
than 40 million used cars will be
purchased this year, making the
used-car market a target-rich
environment for scam artists.
Experts estimate that more

than 5 million cars annually are
deemed salvage after severe acci-
dents. More than half of these
cars are resold, many by sellers
who intentionally hide their dam-
aged past.
Some of the common problems

associated with previously wrecked
vehicles may include:
•Title washing. Title docu-

ments may be altered to remove a
salvage brand and obtain a clear
title from another state.
•Air bag fraud. Scam artists

are known to replace deployed air
bags with phony or nonworking
air bags to cut costs.
•Structure/frame damage. As

little as 8mm can compromise a
car’s structural integrity, which
may also affect many of the car’s
safety features.
•Odometer rollbacks. The

odometer may also be rolled back

to further inflate the perceived
value of the vehicle.
•Car clipping. Some rebuilt

wrecks are actually two different
cars welded together.
Buying a salvaged car may not

be a bad investment, but you
must make sure you’re aware of
any prior damage and, more
important, see that the proper
repairs were made. Many salvage
vehicles are rebuilt properly and
will run safely again.
However, con men can alter

title documents and make cheap
cosmetic repairs to others so they
look as good as new on paper and
in person. Experts recommend
getting a Carfax Vehicle History
Report that qualifies for the Car-
fax Buyback Guarantee and have
a mechanic thoroughly inspect
the vehicle prior to purchase.
For more information, visit
www.carfax.com.

Rebuilt Wrecks Emerging Threat To Car Buyers

When buying a used car, make
sure you’re aware of any previ-
ous damage and whether proper
repairs were made.

***
Happiness is the real sense of
fulfillment that comes from hard
work.

—Joseph Barbara
***

***
Happiness lies in the joy of
achievement and the thrill of
creative effort.

—Franklin D. Roosevelt
***

***
Happiness makes up in height
what it lacks in length.

—Robert Frost
***

***
Happiness often sneaks through
a door you didn’t know you left
open.

—John Barrymore
***

***
Happy is the man who can
endure the highest and lowest
fortune.

—Seneca
***




